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Abstract Whilst it is established that almost all

cultivated coffee (Coffea arabica L.) varieties origi-

nated in Yemen after some coffee seeds were intro-

duced into Yemen from neighboring Ethiopia, the

actual coffee genetic diversity in Yemen and its

significance to the coffee world had never been

explored. We observed five genetic clusters. The first

cluster, which we named the Ethiopian-Only (EO)

cluster, was made up exclusively of the Ethiopian

accessions. This cluster was clearly separated from the

Yemen and cultivated varieties clusters, hence con-

firming the genetic distance between wild Ethiopian

accessions and coffee cultivated varieties around the

world. The second cluster, which we named the SL-17

cluster, was a small cluster of cultivated worldwide

varieties and included no Yemen samples. Two other

clusters were made up of worldwide varieties and

Yemen samples. We named these the Yemen Typica-

Bourbon cluster and the Yemen SL-34 cluster. Finally,

we observed one cluster that was unique to Yemen and

was not related to any known cultivated varieties and

not even to any known Ethiopian accession: we name

this cluster the New-Yemen cluster. We discuss the

consequences of these findings and their potential to

pave the way for further comprehensive genetic

improvement projects for the identification of major

resilience/adaptation and cup quality genes that have

been shaped through the domestication process of C.

arabica.

Keywords Coffea arabica � Genetic diversity �
Yemen � Domestication

Introduction

12.5 million households around the world receive an

income from coffee growing (Browning 2018). Coffee

is mainly produced by two species:: Coffea arabica L.

producing Arabica coffee and Coffea canephora

Pierre ex A.Froehner producing the coffee known as

Conilon when produced in Brazil, and Robusta

anywhere else in the world. Arabica coffee production

is facing multiple challenges such as climate change
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(Bunn et al. 2015) and serious diseases such as coffee

leaf rust caused by Hemileia vastatrix (Avelino et al.

2015), and Coffee Berry Disease caused by Col-

letotrichum kahawae (Van der Vossen et al. 2015).

Whilst there is no single solution to such complex

challenges, the study of genetics and the breeding of

improved varieties is a critical area of investigation for

potential solutions. The search for genetically superior

quality coffee varieties has become a central issue for

the specialty market (Montagnon et al. 2019). Unfor-

tunately, the genetic diversity of C. arabica is among

the lowest in the cultivated crop, due to a recent single

event of polyploidization (Scalabrin et al. 2020).

Furthermore, the major part of this low genetic

diversity is found mainly in Ethiopia and to a lesser

degree in South Sudan (Chevalier 1929; Harlan 1969;

Sylvain 1958; Thomas 1942).

Whilst Ethiopia and South Sudan are the center of

origin of C. arabica, Yemen has been its key center of

domestication. Both historical records (de la Roque

1716; Ukers 1922; Chevalier 1929; Cramer 1957;

Haarer 1958; Meyer 1965; Koehler 2017) and past

phenotypic (Montagnon and Bouharmont 1996) or

genetic studies (Lashermes et al. 1996; Anthony et al.

2002; Silvestrini et al. 2007; Pruvot-Woehl et al. 2020;

Scalabrin et al. 2020) indicate that all the Arabica

varieties cultivated outside Ethiopia transited through

the Yemen domestication center. Still, while all the

previous genetic studies were using Yemeni coffee

samples to check the Yemeni stop-over between

Ethiopia and the spread of Arabica coffee varieties

to the world, none has revealed the Yemeni genetic

diversity. The few genetic studies focusing on Yemeni

coffees (Al-Murish et al. 2013; Hussein et al. 2017)

indicated the genetic heterogeneity of varieties as

identified by Yemeni farmers. Neither Ethiopian

accessions nor worldwide cultivated varieties were

included in these studies.

Various molecular markers are available to geneti-

cists and breeders for genetic studies and genome

analysis, namely Single Nucleotide Polymorphism

(SNPs) and Single Sequence Repeats (SSRs) (re-

viewed by Adhikari et al. 2017). Genotyping by

Sequencing (GBS) technique which provides thou-

sands of SNPs for a dense coverage of the genome is

no doubt the ideal method to study the relationship

between genotype and phenotype, namely in poly-

ploids (Clevenger et al. 2015). SNP’s are often used in

coffee for genome wide selection in C. canephora

(Alkimim et al. 2020). Scalabrin et al. (2020) demon-

strated the recent unique polyploidization event by

sequencing the C. arabica genome using SNPs from

the two sub-genomes of this tetraploid species.

However, when the objective is fingerprinting or a

genetic diversity study, the high level of polymor-

phism in SSRs renders it a reliable, practical and cost

effective choice (Hodel et al. 2016). In grapes, the first

approach to characterize a Vitis germplasm collec-

tions with ten SSRs proved a high discriminating

capacity for grapevine varieties (Emmanuelli et al.

2013). In the same study, SSRs proved as efficient as

SNPs to establish the genetic diversity of grapevine.

Singh et al. (2013) found that SSR markers were more

efficient than SNP markers when the objective was

strictly the study of genetic diversity. Anthony et al.

(2002) found that 6 SSR markers were efficient to

confirm the origin of cultivated C. arabica varieties,

spreading from Yemen after an early introduction

from Ethiopia. More recently, da Silva et al. (2019)

used 30 markers to efficiently discriminate between C.

arabica varieties and three diploid Coffea species.

Benti et al. (2020) used 14 SSR markers to efficiently

discriminate between 40 cultivated C. arabica vari-

eties in Ethiopia. Finally, Pruvot-Woehl et al. (2020)

demonstrated that a set 8 SSR markers—used in the

present study-used to genotype 2533 samples repre-

senting the largest known genetic diversity of C.

arabica was efficient in discriminating between vari-

eties and could be used for varietal authentication, and

hence for genetic diversity studies.

Over the past half-decade, Qima Coffee (www.

qimacoffee.com)—a coffee company working at the

ground level in Yemen- has developed research

activities in order to better understand the genetic

landscape of Yemeni coffee. A breeding population

made of 45 individuals representing various coffee

morphotypes observed in Yemen has been gathered.

Using this breeding population, together with Ethio-

pian accessions and cultivars as well as a representa-

tion of the cultivated varieties worldwide, we present

here the first global study aiming at describing the C.

arabica coffee genetic diversity in Yemen. The main

questions addressed in the study are as follows: What

is the magnitude and the structure of the genetic

diversity in Yemen? How does the genetic diversity of

Yemen compare with the known genetic diversity of

coffee in Ethiopia and that of the cultivated C. arabica

varieties worldwide? And finally, does Yemen’s
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genetic diversity offer opportunities for genetic

improvement of C. arabica?

Material and methods

Plant material

137 samples of C. arabica were studied. They belong

to the following three categories (Table 1).

Ethiopian accessions (EA)

72 accessions are representing the Ethiopian acces-

sions collected in 1966 and 1968 by the FAO and

Orstom survey, respectively (FAO 1968; Charrier

1978). Those 72 accessions were selected as they are

part of the core collection defined by World Coffee

Research and the Centro Agronómico Tropical de

Investigación y Enseñanza (CATIE) in 2014 (Solano,

personal communication).

Worldwide cultivars (WWC)

20 samples represent main cultivated varieties grown

worldwide outside Ethiopia. This includes Bourbon

and Typica, but also East African and Indian varieties

that have been shown to have transited through Yemen

from Ethiopia before being introduced in all present

coffee producing countries (reviewed in Pruvot-

Woehl et al. 2020).

Yemen Qima breeding population (YQ)

45 samples from the Qima breeding population, made

up of 45 trees selected from Yemen germplasm

representing the major coffee growing areas.

DNA extraction and SSR marker analysis

All the operation of DNA extraction and SSR marker

analysis were performed by the ADNiD laboratory of

the Qualtech company in the South of France (http://

www.qualtech-groupe.com/en/).

Genomic DNA was extracted from approximately

20 mg of dried tissue according a homemade protocol

with SDS buffer. DNA was then purified with

magnetic bead (Agencourt AMPure XP, Beckman

Coulter, Brea, California, USA) followed by elution in

Tris Edta (TE) buffer.

The DNA concentration was estimated with a

Enspire spectrofluorimeter (Perkin Elmer) with a

bisbenzimide DNA intercalator (Hoechst 33,258)

and by comparison with known standards of DNA.

Eight SSR primer pairs (Table 2) selected after

Combes et al. (2000) and whose wide discrimination

power was confirmed by Pruvot-Woehl et al. (2020)

have been used.

PCR was performed in a 15 lL final volume

comprising 30 ng genomic DNA and 7.5 lL of

2 9 PCR buffer (Type-it Microsatellite PCR Kit,

Qiagen), 1.0 lM each of forward and reverse primer

(10 lM). Amplifications were carried out in thermal

cycler (Eppendorf) programmed at 94 �C for 5 min

for initial denaturation, followed by 94 �C for 30 s,

annealing temperature depending on the primer used

for 30 s and 72 �C for 1 min for 35 cycles followed by

a final step of extension at 72 �C for 5 min. Final

holding temperature was 4� C.
PCR samples were run on a capillary electrophore-

sis, ABI 3130XL with an internal standard: GeneScan

500 LIZ size standard (Applied Biosystems).

Alleles were scored using GeneMapper v.4.1

software (Applied Biosystems).

Table 1 Repartition of C. arabica samples categories in main genetic clusters

Sample category Genetic cluster (our study)

Ethiopian only SL-17 Yemen Bourbon Typica Yemen SL-34 New-Yemen Total

Ethiopian accessions 68 4 72

WW cultivars 5 4 9 2 20

Yemen Qima breeding populations 13 8 24 45

Total 73 8 22 10 24 137
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Data analysis

The method described by Pruvot-Woehl et al. (2020)

was used. Because C. arabica is tetraploid, the

presence/absence (1/0) was coded for each allele.

Strictly speaking, we are dealing with SRR allelic

phenotype rather than genotype. Indeed, the pheno-

type AB could be either of the following genotypes:

AABB, ABAB, AAAB, ABBB.

DARwin6 software (Perrier and Jacquemoud-Col-

let 2006) was used with single data files. Dissimilarity

matrix was calculated using Dice Index and was the

basis for the construction of the genetic diversity tree

using the weighted Neighbor-Joining method (Saitou

and Nei 1987) and the execution of the Principal

Coordinates Analysis (PCoA). As indicated by Perrier

and Jacquemoun-Collet (2006), the PCoA give an

overall representation of the diversity, while tree

methods tend to represent individual genetic relation-

ships faithfully. Hence, these two different ways of

viewing the data are complementary.

In order to check the robustness of the clusters, a

Discriminant Analysis (DA) (Tomassone et al. 1988)

was run on the coordinates on the five first axis of the

PCoA. The statistical difference between the genetic

clusters was checked with the Wilks Lambda test. The

percentage of good classification was checked through

the cross-validation when each sample is classified

based on the model build on the whole sample but this

sample. The DA and related tests were performed with

the Xlstat software (Addinsoft 2020).

Results

The neighbor-Joining tree based on all the samples

(Fig. 1) shows five well marked different clusters.

Sample categories are not evenly distributed in each

cluster (Table 1). One major cluster was almost

entirely comprised of Ethiopian accessions. We

named it the Ethiopian Only cluster (EO). Five

worldwide cultivated varieties belonged to that clus-

ter: (i) Geisha (CATIE code T.02722) is the famous

Geisha which originally became renowned in Panama

(Pruvot-Woehl et al. 2020), (ii) Java is a variety

originally selected in Cameroon (Bouharmont 1994)

in an Ethiopian population, (iii) Chiroso is a name

given to a variety grown in Colombia and said to have

a superior cup quality (Montagnon Pers. Obs.), (iv)

SL-06 was selected in Kenya in the early twentieth

century, supposedly from a Kent tree (Jones 1956) and

(v) Mibirizi is one of the first variety grown in the

Great Lake region; its origin is unknown (Leplae

1936). The CATIE code of the Mibirizi accession in

this cluster is T.02702.

The second cluster was made of Ethiopian acces-

sions and worldwide cultivated varieties. Cultivated

varieties were varieties selected in East Africa in the

early twentieth century: SL-14, SL-17 and K-7. SL-14

and SL-17 were selected from a ‘‘Drought Resistant’’

population in Kenya. The origin of this ‘‘Drought

Resistant’’ population is unknown (Jones 1956). Both

K-7 and K-758 have the same genetic fingerprint and

are supposed to descent from Kent selections (Fernie

1970). Mibirizi with CATIE Code T.03622 was also in

that cluster. No Yemeni samples were found in that

cluster. We named this cluster the ‘‘SL-17’’ cluster.

Table 2 List of the microsatellites used in the study

SSR Marker Primer sequence forward (50–30) Primer sequence reverse (50–30) Size product (bp)

Sat-11 ACCCGAAAGAAAGAACCAA CCACACAACTCTCCTCATTC 143–145

Sat-225 CATGCCATCATCAATTCCAT TTACTGCTCATCATTCCGCA 283–317

Sat-235 TCGTTCTGTCATTAAATCGTCAA GCAAATCATGAAAATAGTTGGTG 245–278

Sat-24 GGCTCGAGATATCTGTTTAG TTTAATGGGCATAGGGTCC 167–181

Sat-254 ATGTTCTTCGCTTCGCTAAC AAGTGTGGGAGTGTCTGCAT 221–237

Sat-29 GACCATTACATTTCACACAC GCATTTTGTTGCACACTGTA 137–154

Sat-32 AACTCTCCATTCCCGCATTC CTGGGTTTTCTGTGTTCTCG 119–125

Sat-47 TGATGGACAGGAGTTGATGG TGCCAATCTACCTACCCCTT 135–169
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The third and fourth clusters were made only of

worldwide coffee cultivars and Yemeni samples. One

cluster included Yemeni accessions and two cultivated

varieties selected in East Africa in the early twentieth

century: SL-09 and SL-34. SL-09 is of unknown origin

while SL-34 descends from an heterogeneous ‘‘French

Mission’’ population made of seeds brought by French

Fathers of the Holy Ghost directly from Yemen

(Aden). We named this cluster the ‘‘Yemen SL-34’’

cluster. The other cluster included Yemeni accessions

and various worldwide cultivated varieties including

Bourbon, Typica, SL28 (which has the same DNA

fingerprinting as Coorg), Kent, KP-263 and 532,

Bronze 009 and Moka. We named this cluster the

‘‘Yemen Typica-Bourbon’’ cluster. Typica and Bour-

bon are the only two varieties that spread into the

world since the eighteenth century: Typica through

India and then Asia and Bourbon via the Bourbon

Island, now the La Reunion Island. Kent and Coorg are

Indian selections deriving from Old Chicks, the

population formed by the first introduction of coffee

in India by Baba Budan (Haarer 1958; Kushalappa and

Eskes 1989). In East Africa, the denomination

‘‘Moka’’ was given to any coffee beans or seeds

proceeding from the port of Mocha in Yemen (Jones

1956). Cramer (1957) and Carvalho et al. (1984)

Ethiopian Only

SL-17

Yemen SL-34

Yemen
Typica Bourbon

New-Yemen

Fig. 1 Neighboring joining

trees based on the

dissimilarity matrix

involving the 137 samples of

the study Black Ethiopian
accessions, Blue Worldwide

cultivars, Red Yemen Qima

Breeding populations.

(Color figure online)
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described the Moka variety as having small roundish

fruits, originating from a mutation than can occur in

different genetic backgrounds.

Finally, we found one cluster which was made only

of Yemeni samples and no other worldwide cultivars.

We named this the ‘‘New-Yemen’’ cluster.

Figure 2 shows the graph based on the first two axis

of the PCoA, which explained 40.2% of the whole

variation. The ‘‘Ethiopian only’’ genetic cluster is on

the right part of the graph while ‘‘SL-17’’, ‘‘Yemen

Bourbon/Typica’’ and ‘‘Yemen SL-34’’ are in the

upper left quarter. Only New-Yemen is on the lower

left part of the graph, thus confirming its genetic

singularity.

The average allele number per marker was 7.4 for

the whole population. However, the ‘‘Ethiopian only’’

cluster had 7.0 alleles per marker while all the other

clusters together had only 2.63 alleles per marker.

‘‘SL-17’’, ‘‘Yemen Bourbon/Typica’’, ‘‘Yemen SL-

34’’ and ‘‘New-Yemen’’ clusters had 3.5, 2.4, 1.8 and

1.9 alleles per marker, respectively.

The DA based on the coordinates on the five first

axis confirmed the statistical difference between the

clusters as the Wilks lambda test was highly signif-

icant (P\ 0.0001). The overall good classification

through cross-validation of samples to genetic clusters

averaged 91%, and was 100% for the ‘‘New-Yemen’’

cluster.

The detailed list of samples with their sample

category and attributed genetic cluster is provided in

supplemental data (Table S1).

Discussion

To the best of our knowledge, our study is the first ever

to zoom in on the genetic diversity of C. arabica in

Yemen. Unveiling this genetic diversity enables a

better understanding of the genetic diversity of the

coffee varieties cultivated worldwide.

The relevance of the set of SSR markers used in the

present study was confirmed for the genetic diversity

exploration of C. arabica, as Pruvot-Woehl et al.

(2020) established it. This was also in agreement of the

usefulness of SSRs in genetic studies (Hodel et al.

2016). The set of 8 SRR markers is highly polymor-

phic with 7.4 alleles per marker in our study. Pruvot-

Woehl et al. (2020) reported 11.9 alleles per marker

for the same eight markers. However, introgressed

varieties (descending from interspecific crosses with

Fig. 2 Graph on the first two axis of the principal coordinates analysis (PCoA) based on the dissimilarity matrix involving the 137

samples of the study. (Color figure online)
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C. canephora or C. liberica) were included in the

studied population. Da Silva et al. (2019) also included

introgressed varieties and even other Coffea species in

their study and had 6.9 alleles per marker (30 SSRs),

hence less than in the present study. Benti et al. (2020)

found 7.5 alleles per marker (14 SSRs) for a popula-

tion of 40 Ethiopian Arabica varieties, two of which

were introgressed varieties.

The DA proved the robustness of the genetic

clusters, namely of the ‘‘New-Yemen’’ cluster.

Yemen holds most of the C. arabica genetic

diversity known outside of Ethiopia

Our study confirmed previous knowledge based on

history (de la Roque 1716; Ukers 1922; Chevalier

1929; Cramer 1957; Haarer 1958); Meyer 1965;

Koehler 2017) and past genetic studies (Lashermes

et al. 1996; Anthony et al. 2002; Silvestrini et al. 2007;

Pruvot-Woehl et al. 2020; Scalabrin et al. 2020) that

the vast majority of the coffee varieties cultivated

outside Ethiopia transited through Yemen. However,

the detailed genetic structure of the coffee trees

cultivated in Yemen and the connection of this

detailed genetic diversity to the varieties cultivated

worldwide was not known. We have shown in this

study that there are at least three distinct C. arabica

genetic clusters in Yemen. Those clusters are well

separated, leading to three main hypotheses: (i) Intro-

duction of several populations from different narrow

genetic basis and selection along time of the most

adapted populations, (ii) introduction of one or several

populations with a larger genetic basis and selection in

Yemen within those populations of the different

genetic clusters observed today or (iii) reintroduction

in Yemen of the varieties selected worldwide.

Our data could support either of the first two

hypothesis, or a combination of the two. The third

hypothesis cannot be dismissed but is unlikely because

there is no record in history of such re-introduction of

all major coffee varieties back to Yemen.

The Yemen Typica-Bourbon cluster encompasses

most of the important varieties cultivated worldwide.

Hence, Yemen today is still holding most of the

genetic diversity that it delivered to the world

300 years ago. Moreover, Yemen also hosts a unique

specific genetic diversity. Indeed, no world wide

cultivated varieties in our study belongs to the New-

Yemen cluster, meaning that either it spread out of

Yemen in the eighteenth century but was lost or

counter-selected en route or it simply never left

Yemen.

There was no correlation between the genetic

clusters and the name of coffee cultivars given by

Yemeni coffee farmers. This was in line with the

findings of Hussein et al. (2017). In fact, most of the

given names are related to some obvious visual

characteristics that are not dependent on the precise

genetic background. For instance, taller coffees would

be called Udaini, Jufaini and Jadi while more compact

trees would be called Dawairi and Tufahi (Sheibani,

own observation). The discrepancy between given

names and actual genetic fingerprint has been pre-

cisely shown by Pruvot-Woehl et al. (2020) in various

parts of the world.

Origin and history of the C. arabica coffee

varieties cultivated worldwide

None of the Ethiopian accessions in our study

clustered with the Yemeni accessions. However,

Ethiopian accessions samples are not representative

of all the possible existing genetic diversity in Ethiopia

(FAO 1968; Charrier 1978; Scalabrin et al. 2020).

Furthermore, the only available Ethiopian germ-

plasm—used in this study—comes from two surveys

made some 50 years ago that did not cover the South

Sudan region and the East Ethiopian Hararghe coffee

zones. Scalabrin et al. (2020) suggest that there has

been a general West–East movement of C. arabica

from South West Ethiopia/South Sudan towards the

Ethiopian East part of the Great Rift, then to Hararghe

Ethiopian coffee zones, then to Yemen and then to the

world. Montagnon and Bouharmont (1996) were the

first to highlight a genetic difference between the

Ethiopian accessions West and East of the Great Rift

Valley.Whether the East of the Great Rift was home to

wild C. arabica or whether it was a first place of

domestication with wild C. arabica coming from the

Western forests remains an open question. Further

East, Hararghe zones were planted with coffee trees

coming from the West and/or Eastern parts of the

Great Rift Valley. Hararghe coffee could be related to

coffee planted in Yemen as there were intense trade

relationship between the two regions (Haarer 1958).

Scalabrin et al. (2020) focusing on Ethiopian acces-

sions identified three main genetic groups: the

‘Jimma-Bonga’ and ‘Sheka’ groups were made of
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Ethiopian accessions from the Western part of the

coffee areas in Ethiopia while the third group, called

‘‘Harar-Yemen’’, was more closely related to the

worldwide cultivars and the Yemeni samples part of

their study. Our study, through focusing on the Yemen

coffee genetic diversity, indicated that Yemen acces-

sions are made of genetically distinct clusters and that

their likely origin in Ethiopia is not a single one. Under

this scenario, studying more Ethiopian samples com-

ing from the Eastern part of the Great Rift Valley and

from Hararghe is a priority to better understand the

origin of the Yemeni coffee genetic landscape.

The worldwide cultivars found in the Ethiopian

Only cluster of our study represent coffee seeds that

did not pass through the Yemen route. Geisha (CATIE

code T.02722) is a referenced famous example. It was

brought out of South Western Ethiopia directly to

Kenya in the early twentieth century (Koehler 2017).

The Java variety is another example. It was selected

from an ‘‘Abyssinian’’, hence Ethiopian, population,

that traveled first to Indonesia and then to Cameroon

where the Java variety was finally selected (Bouhar-

mont 1994). SL-06 was also found in the Ethiopian

Only Cluster, yet was first reported by Jones (1956) to

be a single tree selection from Kent. Clearly clustering

with Ethiopian landraces and genetically distinct from

any Yemeni clusters, it is very unlikely that SL-06 was

part of the seeds that transited to India and were at the

origin of Kent. We cannot rule out potential misla-

beling or mixing anywhere between the Kenyan

research stations and the CATIE germplasm collec-

tion, so this ‘‘SL-06’’ might be unrelated to the original

SL-06 Kenyan Selection. Chiroso is a variety culti-

vated at small scale in Colombia, famous for its cup

quality. We show in our study that Chiroso is part of

those Ethiopian landraces that ‘‘escaped’’ Ethiopia. It

is very likely that the more DNA fingerprints collected

of varieties grown in small scale with exceptional cup

quality (Montagnon et al. 2019; Pruvot-Woehl et al.

2020), the more examples of Ethiopian landraces that

bypassed the Yemen route will be found. Mibirizi

CATIE code T.02702 is part of this ‘‘Ethiopian Only

cluster’’ and is genetically very close to Ethiopian

accession T.04620 of the CATIE collection. Another

Mibirizi accession with CATIE code T.03622 is part

of the SL-17 cluster and is genetically very different

from Mibirizi with CATIE code T.02702. This might

be due to mislabeling for the Mibirizi variety some-

where between East Africa and the CATIE collection.

Given the limited information on Mibirizi (Leplae

1936), it is very unlikely that Mibirizi is an Ethiopian

landrace and if any of the twoMibirizi codes is correct,

it would rather be the T.03622 code. However, the

hypothesis can’t be discarded that several independent

introductions in Central Africa, through trade or

cultural contact, led to two genetic backgrounds of

the material both called Mibirizi.

In our study, the SL-17 cluster includes four

Ethiopian accessions and no Yemeni accessions.

Hence, one hypothesis is that it transited through

Yemen but was not captured in the Yemen Qima

population either because representatives of this

cluster still exist but were not surveyed or because it

has disappeared in Yemen. The other hypothesis is that

it never transited through Yemen and was directly

introduced in East Africa from Ethiopia.

The Yemen SL-34 cluster, unlike the SL-17 cluster,

is clearly represented in Yemen. The two worldwide

cultivated varieties part of this cluster are SL-09 and

SL-34. According to Jones (1956), SL-09 is of

unknown origin while SL-34 if from the ‘‘French

Mission’’ origin, whose geographical origin is either

Central Africa, Bourbon Island or Yemen.

The Yemen Typica-Bourbon represents the main

early routes followed by the majority of C. arabica

varieties cultivated worldwide. As reviewed by Mon-

tagnon et al. (2019) and Pruvot-Woehl et al. (2020),

the two main coffee routes out of Yemen in the early

eighteenth century were the Bourbon Island (today La

Reunion) and India. The seeds that transited through

the Bourbon Island most likely represented a small

fraction of the Yemen Typica-Bourbon cluster as it

only gave rise to the Bourbon variety. The seeds that

transited through India necessarily included a wider

diversity of the Yemen Typica-Bourbon as it gave rise

to the Typica variety through the Indonesian route and

then to the new world. These same population also

gave rise to several varieties from this cluster that were

first cultivated in India and then introduced to East

Africa.

Finally, the New-Yemen cluster either never left

Yemen or was lost en route. Regardless of which

scenario is true, the fact is that it constitutes a unique

genetic cluster not found in the cultivated varieties

worldwide. The origins of this cluster in Ethiopia are

unknown. Its ancestors in Ethiopia may have disap-

peared due to deforestation or genetic extinction.

Similarly, it is also possible that its ancestors may exist
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in some populations in Ethiopia whose genetic diver-

sity has not yet been studied or published.

Our study allows us to connect the dots and better

understand the movement and spread of C. arabica

around the world. Altogether, until today, three main

routes were considered: (i) the Yemen-India route, (ii)

the Yemen-Bourbon Island route and (iii) what we

refer to as the ‘‘Escapee’’ route of some Ethiopian

accessions that spread to the world without passing

through Yemen. Our results confirm these three routes

with the importance of the Yemen Typica-Bourbon

cluster for the first two routes. However, it also

highlights another previously overlooked route: the

direct Yemen-East African route in the late 19th/early

twentieth century, that the SL-17 and the Yemen SL-

34 cluster might well have followed. The results also

confirm the need for further exploration of the genetic

diversity in the Hararghe region as a priority to

investigate any connections between the Yemen

clusters and their ancestors in Ethiopia.

Hence, for the first time, we present here deeper

knowledge and a fuller picture of the genetic structure

of C. arabica in Yemen, the gateway country between

Ethiopia, the homeland of C. arabica coffee, and the

world of cultivated coffee varieties. The varieties out

of Yemen have been incredibly resilient: Bourbon and

Typica have been cultivated for 300 years. Mundo

Novo, Caturra or Catuai, all selected from the Yemen

Typica-Bourbon varieties, have been successful in

Brazil for more than 50 years now (Guerreiro Filho

et al. 2018). SL-28, also from the Yemen Typica-

Bourbon cluster is appreciated by Kenyan farmers for

almost one century. Only the introgressed varieties

originating from interspecific crosses with Robusta

have partly taken over the original Yemen descending

varieties for their yield and (now often compromised)

resistance to coffee leaf rust (Zambolim 2016; Mon-

tagnon et al. 2019). Most recently, the F1 hybrids

taking advantage of the hybrid vigor have shown a

significant superiority to the traditional Yemen

descending varieties (Georget et al. 2019; Marie

et al. 2020).

Breseghello and Coelho (2013) proposed a com-

prehensive review of events from crop domestication

to modern breeding of crops. Just after domestication,

‘‘the origin of crop’’, comes the intuitive farmer

selection, which is the ‘‘origin of landraces’’, followed

by pure line selection and mass selection, constituting

the ‘‘origin of cultivars’’. Later on, plant breeding

based on controlled mapping and possibly marker

assisted selection will take place. Our results indicate

that Yemen was at the very least a major origin of

landraces and cultivars for the world, forming a cluster

distinct from Ethiopian accessions. This general

observation was made in former studies (Montagnon

and Bouharmont 1996; Lashermes et al. 1996;

Anthony et 2002; Silvestrini et al. 2007; Pruvot-

Woehl et al. 2020; Scalabrin et al. 2020). However, the

present study goes deeper in the description of the

genetic diversity of C. arabica in Yemen and its

significance for the subsequent selection of cultivars

worldwide. This pattern of genetic distance between

wild and cultivated populations as the result of

domestication and early selection has been observed

in annual (Gepts 2004; Glaszmann et al. 2010) as well

as in perennial crops, namely in tea—Camellia

sinensis (L.) Kuntze (Meegahakumbura et al. 2018),

peach—Prunus persica (L.) Batsch (Agaki et al. 2016)

or grapevine–Vitis vinifera L. (Riaz et al. 2018).

Gepts (2004) recalls that crop domestication is a

long-term selection experiment that has genetic con-

sequences and often decreases the genetic diversity

and the gene expression diversity (Flint-Garcia 2013;

Liu et al. 2019; Turner-Hissong et al. 2020). This in

turn offers a unique opportunity for breeders to

understand, identify and target genes for adaptation

(Ross-Ibarra et al. 2007; Glaszmann et al. 2010),

including for polygenic adaptation as recently shown

in cocoa- Theobroma cacao L. (Hämälä et al. 2020).

With our results, it is now possible to revisit and

fully explore Yemen genetic diversity. Yemen’s

coffee land has a rough climate: displaying both high

and low temperatures in the extreme range of coffee

growing areas worldwide, together with one of the

lowest global rainfall levels. There is no doubt that this

environment has favored resilient varieties, not only

between the 1400s (coffee first introduced of Yemen)

and 1700s (when today’s main worldwide coffee

varieties were taken out of Yemen), but also during the

last 300 years of coffee cultivation and propagation.

We also unveil the New-Yemen cluster that has not

been observed anywhere else in the world so far. This

newly found genetic cluster represents a huge oppor-

tunity for the sustainability of the global coffee sector.

Indeed, addressing the effects of climate change in

coffee (Bunn et al. 2015; Davis et al. 2019) will partly

rely on new varieties adapted to extreme temperatures.

Yemen can offer the world of coffee several centuries
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worth of extreme coffee climate selected genes. The

findings could not only provide the global coffee

community with a deeper exploration and understand-

ing of the genetic diversity at the origin of proven

successful varieties but also offer a completely new

genetic reservoir: the New-Yemen cluster.

In addition to the challenge of climate change, our

results offer the specialty coffee market new unex-

plored genetic diversity for cup quality; which can

significantly increase the diversity and sustainability

of the coffee sector (Montagnon et al. 2019).

Last but not least, while Yemen is one of the oldest

coffee growing countries, very little was known about

the country’s coffee genetic landscape. Our results

will be critical in guiding the selection of the best

planting material for the Yemeni coffee growers.

Conclusion

To the best of our knowledge, our study is the first to

unveil and describe the genetic diversity of C. arabica

in Yemen, a key center for the development of the

cultivated varieties around the world. We observed

three genetic clusters in Yemen. Hence, either coffee

was introduced in Yemen in a single event with a

genetic diversity covering the Yemeni three clusters,

or there were several independent introductions of

coffee in Yemen. Furthermore, we showed that the

major part of the genetic diversity of the coffee

cultivars is still present today, 300 years after coffee

was propagated out of Yemen to be cultivated around

the world. However, one genetic cluster, the New-

Yemen cluster, was not known before our study as it

has not been observed elsewhere in the world, either

because it never left Yemen or because it was lost en

route. The New-Yemen cluster is not related to any

population in Ethiopia observed thus far from a

genetic point of view. Hence, either the genetic source

was lost in Ethiopia or it is related to populations that

have not been yet included in genetic diversity

analysis. This work paves the way to new research

opportunities, namely the search for adaptation genes

in the Yemeni coffee gene pool.
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